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nearly all talk too much. And they nearly all talk as Jean
alone (and the author himself) would really have talked. It is
wonderful talking per se. Some of the love scenes are perhaps
more vivid than any great novelist could have -written (e.g.
Dostoievsky and Turgenev), and yet the book is not great. It
has no large architectonic quality. Some of it is dull, also;
but this may happen in almost any book.
I walked all yesterday morning, and worked all the afternoon.
I did over 3 mortal hours on " Don Juan " this morning. It
exhausted me. I had meant to go on with it this afternoon, but
by the time I had done a lot of damnable correspondence about
other people's affairs, I had nothing left in me except the desire
for exercise.
Referring to Vedrenne's habitual phrase in negotiational
bluffings—" I'll throw all my cards on the table "—I was told
that Marie Tempest and Graham Browne at Pall Mall Restaurant,
crowded, saw Vedrenne come in and look round, and Marie
said: " What's Vedrenne looking for ? " Browne replied:
" He must be looking for a table to throw his cards on."
I finished big love scene in Act II this morning.
No work yesterday as I had almost no sleep the night before
(and very little the night before that).
Monday, January X2th.
This morning I finished the second act of " Don Juan ".
More information as to the lower class holiday in August. A
specimen of the co-operative holiday of the middle-class,
where under the strain of idleness and new conditions, most of
the manners (mediocre at best) of the middle-class go all to pieces
at one moment or another. The secret provincialism of the
whole crowd (except the younger generation) came out clearly.
A set that frequents only itself.
Sunday, January i&th.
Barber's yesterday at Frinton. Read x said he had been there
and that it was smart and clean, but lacked things. Behind
tobacco shop. Long white curtains over window (clean) to hide
back yard. Very small room. Very small fire. 3 marble
basins with fitments.
No antiseptic arrangements so far as I could see.   Room cold.
1 Arnold Bennett's chaufieur.
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